Tumor-associated neo-antigens are mutated peptides that allow the immune system to recognize the affected cell as foreign. Cells carrying excessive mutation load often develop mechanisms of tolerance. PD-L1/PD-1 checkpoint immunotherapy is a highly promising approach to overcome these protective signals and induce tumor shrinkage. Yet, the nature of the neo-antigens driving those beneficial responses remains unclear. Here, we show that APOBEC-related mutagenesis -a mechanism at the crossroads between anti-viral immunity and endogenous nucleic acid editing -increases neo-peptide hydrophobicity (a feature of immunogenicity), as demonstrated by in silico computation and in the TCGA pan-cancer cohort, where APOBEC-related mutagenesis was also strongly associated with immune marker expression. Moreover, APOBEC-related mutagenesis correlated with immunotherapy response in a cohort of 99 patients with diverse cancers, and this correlation was independent of the tumor mutation burden (TMB). Combining APOBEC-related mutagenesis estimate and TMB resulted in greater predictive ability than either parameter alone. Based on these results, further investigation of APOBECrelated mutagenesis as a marker of response to anti-cancer checkpoint blockade is warranted.
Antigen presentation is the process by which endogenous and/or exogenous protein fragments are presented to the immune system in the form of short peptides associated with antigenpresenting molecules. There are two types of antigenpresenting molecules: (i) major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules displaying peptides of 8-10 residues (derived from intracellular proteins) to CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells; and (ii) MHC class II molecules found on antigen-presenting cells displaying peptides of 18-20 residues (derived from extracellular proteins) to CD4+ helper T-cells. 1 If the cells are healthy, only 'self' peptides will be displayed and will be greeted by immunological tolerance; if the cells have been infected by pathogens, 'non-self' peptides will appear and activate the antigen-specific immune response.
A similar mechanism should be observed with tumor cells harboring somatic mutations. The higher the number of genomic alterations, the more likely that the mutated cells will produce a set of proteins different from non-mutated cells and capable of triggering immune activation. Interestingly, these highly-mutated tumors often express immune checkpoints such as programmed cell death 1 (PD-1) ligands, acting as inhibitory signals for the immune response. 2 In such tumors, immune checkpoint expression is induced by IFN-γ produced within the inflammatory microenvironment, 3 leading to the death of tumor-specific T-lymphocytes despite an initial immunogenic neo-antigen exposure. Several immunotherapeutic agents (e.g. anti-PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies) have been developed in order to 'break' this tolerance mechanism. These agents have shown high efficacy in malignancies with high tumor mutation burden (TMB), such as melanoma and subsets of patients with non-small cell lung carcinomas (NSCLC). [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] High response rates have specifically been associated with tumor PD-1 ligand 1 (PD-L1) over-expression 4, 6, 7 and mismatch-repair deficiency;
6,10 the latter virtually always presenting a high TMB. PD-L1 overexpression has been linked to specific mutagenic mechanisms, such as DNA polymerase δ or ε (POLD1/ POLE) deficiency and apolipoprotein B mRNA-editing cytidinedeaminase (APOBEC) hyper-activity. 6, 11, 12 The APOBEC family is of particular interest in this context: these evolutionarily conserved enzymes act as protective factors against viral infections, by inducing mutation altering viral replication. However, APOBEC off-target genotoxic effects result in alterations of the host genome and thus, are also implicated in tumor hypermutation processes. 13 It is plausible that highly-mutated, immunogenic tumors require PD-L1 overexpression (or other alterations resulting in immune tolerance) in order to survive and be observed. 12 Our previous data have shown that APOBEC overexpression or APOBEC-related mutagenesis (also referred to as kataegis, a phenomenon of localized hyper-mutation primarily described in breast cancer 14 and later attributed to AID/APOBEC enzyme hyper-activity 15 ) are independently correlated with high PD-L1 expression. Further, if both APOBEC expression (or APOBECrelated mutagenesis) and TMB are included in the multivariate model, TMB is no longer an independent correlate of PD-L1 overexpression, suggesting that certain mutational processes, such as those related to APOBEC, are most relevant to trigger the PD-L1 immune shielding 12 .
One could hypothesize that precise mutational processes result in specific neo-antigen physicochemical properties. In this study, we aimed to describe the molecular consequences of APOBEC hyper-activity on peptides subsequently created, and found that APOBEC-related mutagenesis increases neo-peptide hydrophobicity. There is considerable literature suggesting that hydrophobicity is a feature of peptide antigenicity and immunogenicity. [16] [17] [18] Accordingly, we showed that APOBECrelated mutagenesis associates with immune marker expression in human tumor samples and correlates with immunotherapy response in pan-cancer patients. The results presented herein suggest the use of APOBEC-related mutational signature as a biomarker of response to immunotherapy by checkpoint blockade in cancer patients.
Results
Hydrophobicity of the human coding genome increases after in silico apobec-related mutagenesis All existing unique 6-nucleotide stretches (n = 4,096 -each of the positions within the 6-nucleotide stretches can be occupied by one of the four different natural nucleotides A, T, C, G and therefore, the number of 6-nucleotide stretches is equal to 4 6 ) were used as a template for in silico mutagenesis analysis. Virtual single-nucleotide substitutions corresponding to the description of AID/APOBEC mutagenesis pattern (i.e. the average of mutation signatures '2ʹ and '13ʹ, as previously described 19 ) was applied on this set of 4,096 virtual stretches. The 2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th nucleotide of each stretch could be mutated, resulting in a total of 49,152 possible changes (4,096 stretches possibly mutated in four positions, by three different nucleotide substitutions). The sum of hydropathic indices corresponding to the dipeptides encoded by the virtual stretches was then weighted by the probability of observation of said-stretch in the genome (i.e. taking into account the nucleotide-content and codon-usage variability inherent to the coding genome) and by the probability to observe a mutation within the stretch (as described by ref. 19 ). Hydropathic indices were then compared before and after single-round of in silico mutagenesis.
Application of the in silico computational method resulted in a significant difference in hydrophobicity ranks when considering stretches presenting at least one APOBEC-related mutation pattern (at the nucleotide level) (N = 3,744; 91.4% of all existing stretches) or when considering all 4,096 possible stretches (sum of sign ranks W = 2.8x10 6 ; p-value < 0.0001) ( Table 1 ). The median hydrophobicity change per stretch was positive for both analyses (+2.9x10 −8 and +1.0x10 −7 arbitrary unit (AU)), and the sum of hydrophobicity changes for all stretches -corresponding to the hydrophobicity change caused by a single APOBEC-related mutation in the human coding genome -was equal to +0.0235 AU (Table 1) . Reciprocal alterations were not included in this analysis because of a previously reported bias against mutations in the reciprocal strand. 19 However, the analysis considering reciprocals mutations (e.g. TCT→TTT and AGA→AAA) showed similar results, with a median hydrophobicity change per stretch of +1.8x10
−7 AU and a hydrophobicity change of the coding genome of +0.0163 AU (Supplemental Table 1 ). Therefore, our in silico computation showed that APOBECrelated mutagenesis induces an imbalance in favor of hydrophobic dipeptides in the human coding genome.
The in silico computation described above was also performed on 5-nucleotide stretches rather than 6-nucleotides stretches, simulating substitutions on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th nucleotides. This computation led to similar conclusions (data not shown).
Repeated APOBEC-related mutagenesis amplifies the hydrophobicity change
We further evaluated the impact of repeated in silico APOBEC-related mutagenesis over the estimated overall hydrophobicity of the coding genome (the mutated stretches being used as a template for additional rounds of mutagenesis). The reference coding genome (baseline) tends to be hydrophilic, with a score of −0.3592 AU (calculated by summing the hydropathic indexes weighted by the probability of observation of all stretches). After 100 rounds of APOBECrelated mutagenesis, the overall hydrophobicity was estimated at −0.0937 AU, corresponding to a +73.9% increase from the baseline ( Figure 1A ). Interestingly, a noticeable increase in hydrophobicity was also seen after ultra-violet (UV) in silico mutagenesis (+160%), but not with other mutagenesis processes such as mismatch repair, BRCA1/2 and polymerase deficiencies or tobacco-smoked exposure (using mutation signatures previously described by ref. 19 ) ( Figure 1A ). We then aimed to describe the modification in dipeptide amino-acid content after APOBEC-related mutagenesis. The application of our in silico computation revealed the apparition of specific hydrophobic residues, to the detriment of more hydrophilic residues, after both single and repeated APOBEC-related mutagenesis ( Figure 1B-C) . Particularly, an increase of +15/+69% (after one or 20 APOBEC-related mutagenesis iteration, respectively) was observed for cysteine residues (hydropathic index = +2.5 AU) and +6/+28% for phenylalanine (+2.8 AU), whereas serine (−0.8 AU) was the amino acid most commonly lost (−15/-53%) ( Figure 1D ). Additionally, we noticed an important increase in the number of stop-codons (+116/+364%) ( Figure 1E) .
Taken together, we demonstrated that the APOBECrelated mutagenesis process induces a significant modification of the coding genome template, possibly resulting in an increase of synthesis of hydrophobic residues by the mutagenic tumor cell.
APOBEC-related mutagenesis-positive tumors show an increase in peptide hydrophobicity
A subset of 469 highly-mutated tumor samples (top 30% tumors in term of mutation burden, exempt from mismatch repair or DNA polymerases deficiencies) was selected from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database. These tumors presented an average of 335 mutations (95% confidence interval CI 95% = 302-368 alterations) and 230 of them presented at least one APOBEC-related mutagenesis pattern. APOBEC-related mutagenesis-positive tumors carried an average of 84 APOBECrelated substitutions per tumor (CI 95% = 67-101 substitutions).
An analysis considering full-length mutated transcripts was first performed: 93,465 different transcripts corresponding to 15,163 unique genes were reviewed. The difference in hydrophobicity evaluated for each transcript before and after mutagenesis was summed by tumor. Highly-mutated tumors presenting alterations possibly caused by APOBEC (as evaluated by P-MACD results) showed a significant increase in hydrophobicity change of their transcriptome/proteome in comparison to tumors not altered by APOBEC (+6,775 AU versus +2,759 AU; p-value < 0.0001) and this difference remained significant when the hydrophobicity change was weighted by the expression level of each transcript (+11x10 8 AU versus +3.5x10 8 AU; p-value < 0.0001) (Supplemental Table 2 ). Similar results were found for tumors presenting an intermediate or low TMB (Supplemental Table 2 ).
Another analysis consisted in the generation of presentable 8-to 10-mer neo-peptides: 2,660,232 neo-peptides (all possible 8-to 10-mer peptides encompassing the mutations observed in the tumors of interest) were generated. Table 2 shows a significant increase in overall hydrophobicity for tumors positive for APOBEC-related mutagenesis compared to those without APOBEC-related alterations (+8,702 AU versus +3,374 AU; p-value < 0.0001), The significant differences are maintained when the change in total hydrophobicity is weighted by neo-peptide expression level (+22.2x10 8 AU versus +2.6x10 8 AU; p-value < 0.0001), and this held true when examining the entire group of tumors, as well as for tumors in the lower 70% TMB (Table 2) .
Tumor neo-peptide hydrophobicity correlates with the number of APOBEC-related mutations For highly-mutated TCGA tumors presenting an APOBEC-related mutation signature (N = 230), the overall hydrophobicity change was significantly and positively correlated to the number of mutations specifically caused by APOBEC (R 2 = 0.27; p-value < 0.0001). Of interest, this correlation revealed two distinct groups of tumors: a group composed of melanomas (N = 52; R 2 = 0.90; p-value < 0.0001) and a group of tumors with diagnoses other than melanoma, that disclosed a lower regression slope than that of the melanoma group (N = 178; R 2 = 0.70; p-value < 0.0001) (Figure 2A ). These results mirrored those calculated by our in silico computation observed above ( Figure 1A) ; the latter demonstrated that both UV-related (the hallmark of melanoma) and APOBEC-related mutagenesis processes specifically cause an increase in overall coding genome hydrophobicity.
Further analysis showed that, in highly-mutated tumors, the change in hydrophobicity for 8-to 10-mer peptides (i.e. the sum of hydrophobicity of all 8-to 10-mer neo-peptides generated per tumor) was significantly higher in APOBEC-related-mutagenesis -positive versus APOBEC-related-mutagenesis-negative tumors, regardless of whether these tumors were diagnosed as nonmelanoma or melanoma (p-value < 0.001) ( Figure 2B -C). Abbreviations: AU = arbitrary unit; CI = confidence interval.
a APOBEC-related mutagenesis patterns 2 and 13 (as described by ref. 19 ) were used. Table 1A shows the result of the analysis using all existing 6-nucleotides stretches (mutated or not), whereas Table 1B shows the result of the analysis using only 6-nucleotides stretches presenting a mutation. Alterations on the reciprocal strands were not included because of an existing bias against mutations in the reciprocal strand 19 . See Supplemental Table 1 for calculations with the use of the reciprocal strand. b Mutated stretches are nucleotide stretches presenting a different nucleotide sequence after application of the mutagenesis pattern. c The overall hydrophobicity of the coding genome was obtained by summing the hydropathic indices of all existing codons (using the hydrophobicity scale described by ref. 34 ), weighted by their frequency of observation (using the codon usage described by ref. 37 ). Similar results were seen for non-melanoma tumors when the hydrophobicity score was weighted by the corresponding expression level (p-value < 0.0001) ( Figure 2D ), but not for melanoma perhaps because of the small number of melanomas exempt of APOBEC-related mutagenesis (N = 9; p-value = 0.206) ( Figure 2E ). The following analyses were performed in non-melanoma tumors exclusively, in order to avoid possible spurious associations due to the UV-related mutagenesis confounder factor.
APOBEC-related mutagenesis is associated with immune cell marker expression
The presence of an APOBEC-related mutagenesis pattern in non-melanoma malignancies was associated with the overexpression of PD-L1/2 ligands (odds ratio (OR) = 1.9; p-value = 0.006). The overexpression of IFNγ, a marker of lymphocyte activation, and the overexpression of T-cell specific markers, such as CD4 (associated with the presence of CD4 + helper T-cells) and CD8A (associated with the presence of CD8 + cytotoxic T-cells), were also significantly associated with the presence of APOBEC-related mutagenesis in the cohort of nonmelanoma tumors (OR > 2.85; p-value < 0.0001) (Supplemental Table 3 ). We have previously shown that lymphocyte infiltration is independently associated with both TMB and APOBEC mutagenesis. 12 
APOBEC-related mutagenesis is associated with immunotherapy response in cancer patients
We analyzed a cohort of 99 non-melanoma patients previously treated by immunotherapy at the UCSD Moores Cancer Center, Center for Personalized Cancer Therapy. Mutation assessment was performed by next-generation sequencing using a 315-gene panel (FoundationOne® assay, Foundation Medicine Inc.).
First, we evaluated if results from panel-based assays could be used as a surrogate for whole-exome APOBEC-related mutational signature enrichment (AMSE) score. Using the TCGA pan-cancer cohort, the correlation between the results obtained by using all exome regions versus these obtained using only the regions covered by the commercial panel was estimated at R 2 = 0.7225 and was considered significant (p-value < 0.0001) (Supplemental Figure 1) .
The threshold segregating patients between levels of APOBEC-related mutagenesis was determined using the Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) method. An AMSE score threshold of 0.727 permitted discrimination between patients Abbreviations: AU = arbitrary unit; CI = confidence interval. a An analysis of hydrophobicity was performed on a set of highly mutated pan-cancer tumors (top 30% of mutational load in TCGA), not presenting mismatch repair or polymerases delta and epsilon alterations, classified as APOBEC-related mutagenesis positive or negative using the P-MACD estimates provided by the Broad GDAC Firehose website (https://gdac.broadinstitute.org). The lower 70% of tumors by mutational burden was analyzed as well. See Supplemental Table 2 for data obtained for full-length transcripts. b The change in hydrophobicity induced by the mutagenesis on all possible 8-to 10-mer neo-peptides of a tumor is shown. The peptide hydrophobicity was evaluated before and after mutagenesis, by summing residue hydrophobicity indices. The hydrophobicity change induced by the mutagenesis was calculated for each peptide, and these changes were then summed by tumor. c The expression-weighted change in hydrophobicity was calculated in a manner identical as described above, except that each hydrophobicity score was multiplied by the corresponding level of transcript expression.
with or without response to immunotherapy with a sensitivity of 95% (18/19 patients that responded to immunotherapy had high AMSE score) and a specificity of 35% (28/80 patients who did not respond to immunotherapy had low AMSE score). Using this threshold, AMSE score has a negative predictive value of 97% and a positive predictive value of 26%. In the cohort of 99 patients having received immunotherapy, demographic and molecular features significantly associated with a high AMSE score were the gender (men are more likely to present an 'APOBEC-high' phenotype; p-value = 0.0032) and the presence of an intermediate or high TMB (p-value = 0.0187 and 0.0060, respectively). Patients with a high AMSE score were more likely to have a complete (CR) or partial (PR) response (OR = 9.69; p-value = 0.0106) and presented a median PFS of 3.1 months, while those with low AMSE score had a median PFS of 2.1 months (Hazard Ratio (HR) = 0.60; p-value = 0.0239) (Supplemental Table 4 and Figure 3) .
In univariate analysis, the factors positively associated with a response to immunotherapy were high TMB and high APOBEC/AMSE score (p-value = 0.0027 and 0.0106, respectively), whereas a low TMB was negatively associated with the response (p-value = 0.0006). In multivariate analysis, the only factor remaining independently and positively associated with the outcome was the APOBEC/AMSE score (OR = 10.99; p-value = 0.031) ( Table 3, Supplemental Table 5 and Supplemental Table 6 ).
In addition, we also generated exploratory empirical probabilistic models combining TMB and APOBEC/AMSE score to predict clinical response to immunotherapy. These models allow us to estimate the complementarity of TMB (an established biomarker of response to immunotherapy 20, 21 ) and APOBEC-related mutagenesis process, assuming that these criteria are either 1/independent or 2/dependent and partially sharing common information, without discretization, thresholding or other simplifying assumptions. As can be seen in the ROC curves presented in Supplemental Figure 2A -B, the model with the highest area under the curve (AUC) corresponds to the one that combines TMB and APOBEC/AMSE score (AUC = 0.892 and AUC = 0.862 with or without common polymorphisms filtering, respectively). This model shows significant model-fit (p-value < 0.0001). When TMB and APOBEC/AMSE score are considered together, the optimized sensitivity and specificity are about 90% and 65% (Supplemental Figure 2A-B) . To note, further predictive power would have to be evaluated using an independent set.
Discussion
Immunotherapy uses the innate immune system's ability to detect and fight abnormal cells (such as 'non-self', infected, or tumor cells) in order to treat cancer. Recent successes of exceptional responses to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade in melanoma, NSCLC, and Hodgkin lymphoma, have led to an exponential interest in this matter. 5, 22, 23 Interestingly, while immunotherapy may lead to complete responses in certain types of cancer, other tumors seem resistant to checkpoint blockade agents, with overall response of 19% in unselected populations. 7 The causes for such dichotomous results are still unclear, and biomarkers allowing an early stratification of patients susceptible to benefit from such agents are needed. 24 It appears that microsatellite instability (MSI)-high tumors present high response rates to pembrolizumab, explaining its recent approval by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regardless of tumor type. 10, 25, 26 Patients whose tumor exhibits PD-L1 expression by immunohistochemistry. [4] [5] [6] or PD-L1 amplification by sequencing 27 achieve higher response rates to blockade than patients without these features. However, some patients who do not express PD-L1 can still have impressive responses to PD-1 blockade. Lastly, virallyinduced tumors such as Merkel cell carcinoma also responds well to checkpoint blockade. 28 PD-L1 overexpression itself has been linked to high TMB, polymerases δ (POLD1) and ε (POLE) alterations and, more recently, to APOBEC cytidine-deaminases hyper-activity. 6, 11, 12 It is plausible that highly mutated or immunogenic tumors require PD-L1 overexpression (or other alterations that result in immune tolerance) in order to survive. 12 Interestingly, our previous data 12 have shown that, in multivariate analysis, APOBEC overexpression or APOBEC-related mutagenesis pattern are independently correlated with high PD-1 ligand expression. Further, if both APOBEC-related signature and TMB are included in the multivariate analysis, TMB is no longer selected as an independent correlate of PD-1 ligand overexpression, suggesting that only certain hyper-mutated subtypes elicit the immune shielding that PD-L1 or PD-L2 provides.
In this study, we found that the mutational signatures specifically caused by APOBEC enzymes (often in response to virus infection) 29 significantly increase the overall hydrophobicity of the human coding genome, as shown by in silico computation and by examining pan-cancer TCGA sequencing data. The increased APOBEC-associated hydrophobicity was seen regardless of the TMB. Importantly, the overall change in hydrophobicity of putative neo-antigens presented was proportionally correlated to the number of APOBEC-related mutations, as assessed by both computation method or observed from TCGA data. This escalation in hydrophobicity indices is relevant because T-cells preferentially recognize antigens containing hydrophobic residues. 17 It is also known that the binding affinity of 8-to 10-mer peptides to MHC class I proteins (which present antigens to T-cells) is largely determined by the anchor amino acids allowing the interaction with the MHC hypervariable region, 16 and these anchor residues also tend to be hydrophobic. 16 Therefore, it appears that peptide hydrophobicity is a mandated physicochemical feature eliciting both antigenicity and immunogenicity 18 and we hypothesized that, by modifying the peptide physicochemical feature, APOBEC hyper-activity may, at least indirectly, play a role in the tumor immune response. Indeed, a recent study reports a positive correlation between APOBEC3B upregulation, i.e. enrichment in the APOBEC mutation signature, and known immunotherapy response biomarkers such as PD-L1 expression and T-cell infiltrates in non-small cell lung carcinoma. 30 Interestingly, UVrelated mutation signature also seems to promote an increase in hydrophobic 8-to 10-mer peptides, as assessed by both methods, and this may be consistent with the high response rates to checkpoint blockade observed in melanoma patients. 31 The implication of APOBEC hyper-activity in the tumor immune response may also be suspected, because in the TCGA pancancer cohort, the presence of APOBEC-related mutagenesis was significantly associated with the expression of IFNγ and T-cell specific markers CD4 and CD8A. These cytokine and lymphocyte markers are known to be associated with lymphocyte activation and response to checkpoint blockade. 32 It is important to note that other well-known mutagenic processes, such as mismatch repair, BRCA1/2 or polymerase deficiency mutation patterns, however, do not seem to increase the neopeptide hydrophobicity. Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; CTLA4 = cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated protein 4; Mb = megabase; N = number; NSCLC = non-small cell lung cancer; OR = odds ratio; PD-1 = programmed death receptor-1; PD-L1 programmed death receptor-ligand 1; PFS = progression free survival; TMB = tumor mutational burden. a Calculated using Fisher's exact test. Supplemental Table 4 shows the univariate analysis with all demographic factors. b All univariate p-values of ≤ 0.05 were included in the multivariate analysis, using a binomial logistic regression model. c OR > 1.0 implies higher chance of response. d Histologies of NSCLC included adenocarcinoma (N = 30) and squamous cell carcinoma (N = 6). e Other tumors include adrenal carcinoma (n = 1), appendix adenocarcinoma (n = 1), basal cell carcinoma (n = 2), bladder transitional cell carcinoma (n = 4), breast cancer (n = 3), cervical cancer (n = 2), colon adenocarcinoma (n = 5), cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (n = 8), hepatocellular carcinoma (n = 3), head and neck (n = 13), Merkel cell carcinoma (n = 2), ovarian carcinoma (n = 2), pleural mesothelioma (n = 1), prostate cancer (n = 1), renal cell carcinoma (n = 6), sarcoma (n = 3), thyroid cancer (n = 3), unknown primary squamous cell carcinoma (n = 2), and urethral squamous cell carcinoma (n = 1). f TMB low = 1-5 mutations/Mb; TMB intermediate = 6-19 mutations/Mb; TMB high ≥ 20 mutations/Mb. g An estimate of the APOBEC-related mutagenesis was obtained for each patient using the AMSE tool, available at https://github.com/KwatME/mutational_signature.
Patients were classified in APOBEC-related mutagenesis LOW phenotype for scores ≤ 0.727 and in APOBEC-related mutagenesis HIGH phenotype for scores > 0.727. h Other immunotherapy included OX40 (n = 2), anti-CD73 (n = 1), anti-CTLA4 (n = 2), OX40+ IDO (n = 1), anti-PD-1+ anti-CTLA4 (n = 1), and IDO+ anti-PD-1 (n = 1).
Importantly, this analysis indicates that APOBEC signature is correlated with higher rates of objective response to immunotherapy and longer PFS in patients treated with PD-1/PD-L1 checkpoint blockade. The correlation between APOBEC-related mutagenesis and immunotherapy response was independent of high TMB in multivariate analysis. Of interest, of the 19 patients presenting an objective response to immunotherapy, 18 had a high APOBEC estimate. The sensitivity of APOBEC-related signature for response was therefore 95%; the negative predictive value was 97%. Even so, the specificity was low (35%) since there were patients that did not respond that had high APOBECassociated signature. Indeed, the combination of APOBECrelated mutagenesis and TMB was a more effective predictor of outcome (by model fit) than either alone. The optimized sensitivity and specificity for the combination of APOBEC-related signature and TMB was 90% and 65%. Therefore, it seems possible to postulate that the non-responders who have high TMB/APOBEC may have additional biomarkers that correlate with outcome. Studies are ongoing in an expanded cohort of patients to determine if lack of PD-L1 expression would identify the TMB/APOBEC high tumors that do not respond to immunotherapy with PD-1/PD-L1 checkpoint blockade. Such a scenario could occur, even in the presence of highly immunogenic APOBEC-related mutagenesis bearing tumors, if other checkpoints were operative.
There might also be other potential complexities associated with PD-1/PD-L1 response that depend on specific functional characteristics of distinct cellular states and may not be easily captured in a single mutation signature index. For instance, the molecular differences inherent to each tumor type may lead to conflicting conclusions. In breast cancer, Smid et al. 2016 33 showed that expression of immunotherapy predictive biomarkers is linked to an increase in amino acid charge but not in amino acid hydrophobicity when the tumor is impacted by the APOBEC-related mutation signature. Our observations may be different because they are based on analysis of a pan-cancer group including 30 distinct tumor types, as well as using a different type of metric. Smid et al. 2016 33 refers to hydrophobic amino acid content increase (in percent), while we calculated the overall hydrophobicity increase across the entire coding genome (using the Kyte-Doolittle scale for hydrophobicity 34 ). Finally, other factors may be operative that could moderate immunogenicity. For instance, binding of specific peptides to MHC I molecules influences presentation and immune response 35, 36 and warrants investigation in the context of APOBEC signatures.
In conclusion, both in silico computation and curation of human cancer samples indicates that APOBEC-related mutagenesis results in hydrophobic neo-peptides, with hydrophobicity being a known feature that increases immunogenicity. In patients treated with immunotherapy, APOBEC-related signature was predictive of response and PFS and, in multivariate analysis, the correlation with response was independent of high TMB. The combination of TMB and APOBEC-related signature had higher predictive value for the outcome than either alone. At the operating point with 90% sensitivity, the combined model had a specificity of 65%. Additionally, this study highlights the possibility of using panel-based DNA-sequencing results (commonly used in clinical practice) rather than whole-genome sequencing methods, in order to estimate the impact of APOBEC-related signature on patient's tumors. The use of APOBEC-related mutagenesis estimates may represent a new biomarker of response to immunotherapy that could be used alone or in combination with already described criteria, in order to improve the selection of patients that would benefit from such agents and, therefore, merits further investigations.
Methods

In silico modeling of APOBEC-related mutagenesis
We recreated all possible 6-nucleotide stretches and, on these stretches, we applied the APOBEC-related mutational signatures (as an average of signatures 2 and 13 previously described by ref. 19 , Supplemental Figure 3) . The use of 6-nucleotide stretches was chosen in order to take into consideration the three distinct reading frames of the template for further translation. If we had considered only 3-nucleotide stretches, we would not have been able to determine the effects of mutations at the 1st and 3rd positions, since APOBEC requires a leading and trailing nucleotide when creating a mutation. The use of 6-nucleotide stretches also facilitated the calculation of the amino-acid product hydrophobicity, as those were encoding clearly-defined dipeptides. Using the Kyte-Doolittle hydropathy scale 34 , we calculated the hydrophobicity corresponding to the amino-acid products of all existing 4,096 stretches, before and after in silico mutagenesis (either with or without the reciprocal strand). The hydrophobicity of the products before and after mutagenesis were compared after adjusting for the probability of observing that 6-nucleotide stretch in the human coding genome (derived from the Kazusa's codon usage database 37 ) and the probability of mutagenesis occurring at that site 19 . An example of calculation is given in Supplementary Methods.
The method above, corresponding to the generation of a single APOBEC-related alteration, was repeated 100-times, in order to simulate the accumulation of alterations observed in human tumors (estimated at 84 APOBEC-related substitution per sample, see below).
Analysis of APOBEC-related mutational signature in TCGA pan-cancer tumor samples
Data retrieval
Mutation description and mRNA expression profiles of human tumors were downloaded from the TCGA project, using the Broad GDAC Firehose website (https://gdac.broad institute.org -standardized data run 2016_01_28). All samples were available without restriction of use on April 2018. Data used in this study respected the TCGA Human Subjects Protection and Data Access Policies (https://cancergenome. nih.gov/abouttcga/policies/tcga-human-subjects-data-poli cies).
APOBEC-related mutational signature enrichment estimation for TCGA samples The analysis of APOBEC-related mutations was performed using the P-MACD (Pattern of Mutagenesis by APOBEC Cytidine Deaminases) tool. 13 The results were given as number of mutations probably due to APOBEC. Tumors were classified as APOBEC-mutagenesis positive if presenting at least one alteration caused by APOBEC, and negative if not presenting any alteration caused by APOBEC.
Hydrophobicity analysis
From 9,166 samples in the TCGA database (33 distinct tumor types), we selected a subset of highly mutated tumors (the top 30% in mutational burden) and eliminated tumors with POLE, POLD1, mismatch repair (MMR) genes or microsatellite instability high (MSI-high) alterations (N = 469 samples were left for study) (description of the study cohort is presented in Supplemental Table 7 ). Using the mutation description available for these tumors, we then considered, for each sample, two variables: (i) the difference in total hydrophobicity (after versus before mutagenesis) of all existing full-length transcripts; and (ii) the difference in total hydrophobicity (after versus before mutagenesis) of all possible 8-mer to 10-mer neo-peptides encompassing a mutation (since MHC-I presents 8 to 10 amino acid peptides). The calculations of both (i) and (ii) above were computed in two ways -either not weighted by mRNA expression levels or weighted by these levels (in order to take into consideration whether the neo-peptides were actually expressed). All mutations, regardless of their origin, where considered in the hydrophobicity analysis of full-length transcripts and 8-mer to 10-mer neo-peptides. The tumors harboring at least one APOBEC-related mutation (as described by the P-MACD method) were compared to those without.
Immune marker analysis
Expression levels of immune markers in tumors presenting an APOBEC-related signature were compared to those not harboring an APOBEC-related signature. The mRNA expression signal (RNAseqV2, level 3) were integrated and normalized for each gene, per sample, using the protocol RSEM (RNA-Sequencing by Expectation Maximization). The standard score (z-score) for each transcript was calculated using the mean and distribution values found in all samples of same tumor type that are diploid for the said gene. A z-score ≥ 2 standard deviations was used as threshold for overexpression. For each tumor, immune markers considered were as follows: presence of a lymphocyte or monocyte infiltrate determined by immunohistochemistry, CD3G (T-cell specific marker), CD8A, CD4, MS4A1 (B-cell marker), CD14 (monocyte marker), CD33 (macrophage marker), IL3RA (dendritic cell marker), NCAM1 (Natural Killer cell marker), IFNG (interferon gamma), PD-L1 and PD-L2 mRNA expression. The analysis was performed using the complete set of nonmelanoma, non-MSI/MMR/POLE/POLD1 altered tumors from TCGA (N = 3,300 samples).
Analysis of APOBEC-related mutagenesis signature and tumor neo-peptide features in patients receiving PD-1/ PD-L1 blockade agents
Patient selection
We reviewed the charts of 1,638 cancer patients who had undergone next-generation sequencing (NGS) (Foundation Medicine, Cambridge, MA) at UC San Diego Moores
Cancer Center (eligible patients starting in October 2012).
Only patients with non-melanoma malignancies and having received at least one line of immunotherapy were considered (N = 99). For each case, responses to therapy were assessed based on physician notation, using the RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors) criteria. This study was performed and consents were obtained in accordance with UCSD Institutional Review Board guidelines (NCT02478931).
Next-generation sequencing and assessment of tumor mutational burden (TMB) Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor samples were submitted for NGS to Foundation Medicine (clinical laboratory improvement amendments (CLIA)-certified lab). The FoundationOne® assay was used (hybrid-capture-based 315 genepanel exome NGS -http://www.foundationone.com/). The methods have been previously described in. 38 Average sequencing depth of coverage was greater than 250X, with more than 100X for more than 99% of the exons covered. For TMB, the number of somatic mutations detected on NGS (interrogating 1.2 mega-bases of the genome) was quantified and that value was extrapolated to the whole exome using a validated algorithm. 25, 39 Alterations likely to be bona fide oncogenic drivers and germline polymorphisms were excluded. TMB was measured in mutations per mega-base (Mb). TMB levels were divided into three groups: low (1-5 mutations/Mb), intermediate (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) mutations/Mb), and high (≥ 20 mutations/Mb). 40 APOBEC-related mutational signature enrichment estimation for patient samples Results from the FoundationOne® assay were used to first generate variants and then compute an APOBEC mutational signature estimate (AMSE, available at https://github.com/KwatME/ mutational_signature) for each of the 99 patient samples. Binary Sequence Alignment/Map format (.BAM) files were processed using the variant detection FreeBayes algorithm to generate Variant Call Format (.VCF) files. Low quality variants (QUAL score of less than 50 or read depth of less than 100X) were removed. We then defined single-strand DNA-specific APOBEC cytidine deaminase(s) signatures as designated in Validation of APOBEC mutational signature enrichment (AMSE) method on panel-based sequencing method To assess if the genomic regions represented in a gene-panel assay were suitable to estimate the AMSE score of the whole exome, we compared the computation obtained for TCGA samples using the full exome regions versus those obtained using the FoundationOne® panel-limited assay. The results (Supplemental Figure 1) show that for samples with mutations encompassing the same range as those in our 99 patients (remaining after filtering based on the FoundationOne sequencing region), the correlation (R 2 ) of the AMSE score considering the full exome versus the limited panel regions is 0.7225 (p-value < 0.0001).
Clinical outcome analysis of patients receiving PD-1/PD-L1 blockade agents Patients were divided in two groups of interest: (i) patients presenting a tumor with a high load of APOBEC-related mutations ('APOBEC high'); and (ii) patients presenting a tumor with a low load of APOBEC-related mutations ('APOBEC low'). The optimal threshold for APOBEC estimate was selected using the ReceiverOperating Characteristic (ROC) curve method, evaluating the performance of the APOBEC score to discriminate patient outcomes. Patients were also grouped by best response: patients having presented a complete or partial response (CR/PR) were considered of favorable outcome, whereas patients having presented a stable or progressive disease (SD/PD) were considered of poor outcome. Best response, progression-free survival (PFS) in months, TMB and patient demographics were compared between 'APOBEC high' versus 'APOBEC low' patients. We also developed an exploratory probabilistic model combining TMB and APOBEC to predict clinical response to immunotherapy without discretization or other simplifying assumptions. We modeled the conditional probability p(R|T,A) of response (R), defined as complete response or partial response (R = 1), or stable disease or progressive disease (R = 0), as a function of the values of TMB (T) and AMSE score (A). 41 
Statistical analysis
All statistical and bioinformatics analyses were conducted by AB and PT using SAS® University Edition software (http:// support.sas.com/software/products/university-edition/) and GraphPad Prism® version 6.01 (http://www.graphpad.com/ scientific-software/prism/). For all analysis, two-tailed tests were used and p-value ≤ 0.05 was considered significant.
Statistical significance for the in silico modeling results were assessed using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (non-parametric paired test) for the comparison of change in total hydrophobicity before and after APOBEC-related mutagenesis in 6-nucleotide stretches. Change in total hydrophobicity were also calculated in TCGA cohort samples and those with and without APOBECrelated mutagenesis were compared; these calculations were performed for the products of full-length transcripts as well as for 8-to 10-mer peptides; the Mann-Whitney U-test (nonparametric unpaired test) was used. Comparisons of lymphocyte marker expression (defined as number of tumors presenting a marker over-expression versus number of tumors not presenting a marker over-expression) between groups of interest were assessed using a Fisher's exact test. For the clinical study, the Fisher's exact test was used to assess for the univariate association between categorical variables and the response to therapy, defined as CR/PR and SD/PD. A logistic regression based on all factors presenting a two-tailed p-value ≤ 0.05 in the univariate analysis was later run to assess for the set of predictors independently associated with the response (multivariate analysis). The association with PFS, calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method, was assessed using the Mantel-Cox log-rank test. For patients who received multiple immunotherapy regimens, the treatment with the longest PFS was chosen for analysis. Patients were considered not evaluable for inclusion in the survival analysis if they were lost to follow-up before their first restaging. Patients were censored if they had not progressed or died at date of last follow-up. The exploratory probabilistic modeling the joint probability of TMB, APOBEC and a binary variable representing the outcome was fitted using kernel-density estimation.
